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ABSTRACT
Paleomagnetic results have been obtained from twenty-five sites 
in intrusive and extrusive units of Oligocene age from the Platoro cal­
dera, southwestern Colorado, All specimens from each site were subjected 
to af demagnetization, and the reliability of each site thereby determined 
Eighteen sites gave reliable results. Because six sites from the La Jara 
Canyon tuff appear to have become magnetized during the same small inter­
val of geologic time, their results were combined and their mean pole and 
direction used in the final calculations. The thirteen remaining reliable 
sites yielded a paleomagnetic pole at 8A.5°N and 306.5°E (o<= 12.9°, k = 
11.2). Site-mean directions have an angular standard deviation of 18°, 
which is considerably greater than the dispersion predicted by models 
based on the present geomagnetic field but consistent v;ith results from 
Late Tertiary and Quaternary studies. Because site-mean directions and 
site poles both have Fisherian distribution, it is not possible to deter­
mine whether dipole wobble or random fluctuation caused by a changing 
non-dipole field could be the cause of the geomagnetic secular variation 
during the Oligocene; probably both contribute. Interpretations based 
on mid-Tertiary paleomagnetic poles are consistent with those derived 
from sea-floor magnetic anomaly patterns, and possibly indicate that 
some true polar wandering has occurred since the mid-Tertiary, Due to 
lack of resolution in potassium-argon dating, the polarity time-scale 
constructed from the Platoro caldera units can only be used as a guide 
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There have been few paleomagnetic Investigations of North American 
Oligocene rocks. The Oligocene volcanic fields of southv/estern Colorado 
(which includes the Platoro caildera) are am ideal area for paleomagnetic 
work but no such previous investigations have been undertaken. The study 
presented here is an attempt to obtain a paleomagnetic pole for the Oligo­
cene from the dated volcanic and hypabyssal units of the Platoro caldera.
The paleomagnetic pole calculated from these extrusive and intrusive 
units should represent a cratonic North American pole for the Oligocene 
and should constitute the most precisely determined middle Tertiary point 
on the North American polar wandering curve determined to date. By com­
paring this pole with paleomagnetic poles of the same age derived from 
tectonically disturbed areas, it should be possible to check for possible 
tectonic rotation. The data obtained here also will facilitate examination 
of the geomagnetic secular variation during the eruption and emplacement of 
these units. Finally, a stratigraphic column of the volcanic and hypabys­
sal rocks and their polarities will be established for future use in geo­
logical mapping of the caldera area.
Geological Setting
The Platoro caldera is located in the Platoro-Summitville district,
southeastern San Juan Mountains, Colorado, The caldera is part of the
2San Juan volcanic field which covers about 25,000 km in Colorado and
adjacent parts of New Mexico (Steven and Epis, 1968), Calderas in this 
volcanic field are genetically related to the eruption of large quantities 
of ash-flov/ tuff in Oligocene time (Ratte and Steven, 1967; Lipman and
Steven, 1970; Lipman et al,, 1970), Eruption of these ash-flow tuffs is 
preceeded and followed by eruption of andesitic lava, ending with a bi- 
modal association of basalt and rhyolite during Miocene tine (Lipman et 
al,, 1970),
Precaldera rocks in the Platoro-Summitville area belong to the 
Conejos Formation (Larson and Cross, 1956), This unit consists of inter­
mediate lavas and breccias that range in composition from calc-alkalic 
andesite to mafic quartz latite. Varied volcaniclastic rocks mainly of 
mudflow origin are intermixed with the lavas and breccias. Radiometric 
dates for the Conejos Formation range from 35 to 31 m,y, (Lipman et al,, 
1970),
The Platoro caldera appears to be the result of composite collapse 
associated with the ash-flow eruption of the upper Oligocene Treasure Moun­
tain Tuff, Lipman (1970) has divided the Treasure Mountain Tuff into 
three major ash-flow sheets; La Jara Canyon, Ojito Creek, and Ra Jadero 
Members, in ascending stratigraphic order. Initial collapse of the cal­
dera took place during the eruption of quartz latitic ash-flov/s that formed 
the La Jara Canyon Member, Biotites and plagioclases from this ash-flow 
sheet give a mean K-Ar age of 29,8 t 1.7 m.y, (Lipman et al., 1970),
Late ash flows of this member accumulated to a thickness of more than 800 m 
within the collapsing caldera. Shortly after collapse, the core of the 
collapsed caldera pushed upv/ard to form a resvirgent dome, and andesitic 
lavas similar in composition to those of the Conejos Formation v/ere erupted 
to fill the moat of the caldera. These lavas make up the lower member of 
the Summitville Andesite (Lipman, 1972, written communication). A second 
collapse probably occurred in the northern part of the main ceG.dera during 
ash-flow eruptions of the quartz latitic Ojito Creek and Ra Jadero Members, 
Stratigraphic relationships of dated units in the area suggest that these
members erupted within a million years of the La Jara Canyon Member
2
<Lipman and Steven, 1970), After this second collapse, a second influx 
of andesitic lavas filled the caldera and make up the upper member of the 
Summitville Andesite (Lipman, 1972, written communication). Apparently 
no resurgence was associated with the second collapse (Lipman and Steven, 
1970),
The last phase of igneous activity related to the development of 
the caldera complex was marked by the extrusion of porphyritic lavas and 
intrusion of granodioritic to qusurtz monzonitic stocks and dikes, K-Ar 
dates on the biotites (29,1 t 1,2 m,y,) indicate that the quartz monzoni­
tic Alamosa River stock is slightly younger than the La Jara Canyon Member 





The principle concern in this research project was to study the 
history of the earth's magnetic field as recorded in the Platoro caldera 
rocks. Oriented samples v/ere collected from as many of the different 
units of the Platoro caldera complex as were accessible and seemed likely 
to retain a stable component of original remanent magnetization. Sampling 
sites also T/ere chosen so as to provide a wide geographic distribution; 
in many instamces more than one site was located within a single unit.
Due to accessibility, most sampling sites were limited to artificial ex­
posures in roadcuts. This was also desirable as these locations afforded 
relatively fresh rock, as compared to the weathered rock of many natural 
outcrops whose primary magnetization may have been affected by the v;eather- 
ing process. Twenty-five different sites in the units of the Platoro cal­
dera v/ere sampled, resulting in 159 oriented cores. These sites are listed 
in Appendix 1 and their distribution shown in Figure 1,
Individual samples rajiging in length from 3,5 to 13 cm and 2,3 cm 
in diameter were drilled and oriented at each sampling site, A portable 
gasoline pov/ered chain saw adapted for use v/ith a diamond coring bit was 
used in drilling the cores. This equipment is similar to that described 
by Doell and Cox (1965), Due to drill breakdown or where drilling v/as 
impossible, at a few sites oriented hand samples v/ere taken aind drilled 
in the laboratory.
Cores were oriented in the field using a magnetic compass and a 
standard paleomagnetic orientating tool with v/hich a reference mark can 
be placed on the top of the core (before it is broken out of the outcrop) 
thus defining the core's orthogonal orientation axes as shown in Figure 2. 
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Orientation of core sample. Redrawn 
from Doe 11 and Cox (1967).
T
with an accuracy of 2 degrees hy this technique,
A back-azimuth technique was used v/hen possible to check for anoma­
lies in magnetic declination caused by high magnetization in the rock. 
Lightning struck rocks in psirtictilar aure highly magnetic because the large 
d,c, electrical currents associated with lightning discharges produce mag­
netic fields of such a high intensity as to magnetize rocks nearly (or 
completely) to saturation. Three such samples were found and were elimi­
nated in the final calculations,
A minimum of 4 or 5 samples were collected per site, follov/ing a 
suggestion by Creer (1962) aimed at minimizing the error in calculating 
the average direction of magnetization for the site. Samples collected 
at each site were spread over distances ranging from 25 to 100 m. Due to 
equipment breakdown and loosely consolidated rock, it was possible to 
collect only one or two samples at sites 20, 21a, 23, and 24, These sites 
were used for polarity determination only, and were not included in the 
directional calculations reported below.
Measurements
The oriented cores were cut into specimens 2,3 cm long and the 
directions and intensities of their natural remanent magnetization, NRM, 
and magnetic susceptibilities determined. Magnetic susceptibility, k, 
was measured on a commercial magnetic susceptibility bridge, a Geophysics 
Specialities Company Model MS—3, Directions and intensities of magneti­
zation were measured on a Schonstedt SSM-IA spinner magnetometer. Like 
other spinner magnetometers, this instrument is basically an electrical 
current generator. As the rock specimen is rotated at 5 cycles/sec near 
a pickup coil, its magnetic moment generates an electrical current in 
the coil. In this v/ay, as the specimen rotates, sensors in the magne­
tometer simultaneously measure the intensities of two orthogonal compo-
8
t
A six-spin method of measurement v/as used in order to minimize 
possible systematic measuring errors. For each of the six spins a measure­
ment was made of the component of magnetic moment paraillel to each of the 
two orthogonzQ. reference axes of the core. The specimen is spun once in 
a positive and once in a negative position about each of three orthogonal 
axes. This method is particularly useful in reducing errors caused by 
magnetic inhomogenity in the specimen. The resulting data represents the 
vector components of the total magnetic moment from which the direction 
of magnetization of the specimen is determined. Figure 3 shows values 
used in directional and intensity calculations.
All specimens were subjected to alternating field (af) demagnetiza­
tion in order to minimize the effects of secondary components of magneti­
zation that might have been added since the rock acquired its original 
remanent magnetization. This process is often referred to as "magnetic 
cleaning", Ususdly this secondary component of magnetization is a viscous 
remanent magnetization, VFM, which generally resides at the low end of the 
coercivity spectrum of the specimen (Irving, 1964, p,33). These low 
coercivity components may become remagnetized parallel to the earth's 
magnetic field as the orientation between the specimen and the field changes 
(Nagata, 1961, p,256), thus building up a VRM that tends to obscure the 
original remanent magnetization. Alternating field demagnetization utilizes 
the relatively lov/ coercivity of these secondary (VRM) components in order 
to randomize them, and thus effectively eliminate the VRM, Figures 4 and 5 
illustrate the above. Figure 4 shows directions of NRM of andesites from 
the Platoro caldera before demagnetization, v/hereas Figure 5 shov/s the same
nents of the specimen's total magnetic moment normal to the axis of rota­
tion of the spinning core. This done in field free space provided by a
mu-metal shield, thus eliminating any problems with induced magnetization,
9
Figu'"e 3- Designation of magnetic componets within 
a rock specimen with values used in 
directional and intensity calculations. 
Modified from Doe 11 and Cox (19^5)*
10
Figure 4, Equal area plot of andesite NRM directions before denag-
netization. Data are from Appendix 2. Solid figures
are in the lower hemisphere, open figures in the upper
hemisphere.
+ axial dipole direction,
g) present geomagnetic field direction.
11
12
Figure 5, Equal area plot of andesite ITEM directions after demag­
netization, Solid figures are in the lower hemisphere,
open figures in the upper hemisphere. Squares are
specimens that v/ere eliminated from the study according
to the criteria specified on page 30 , Data from Appendix 2,
+ axiail dipole direction.
13 present geomagnetic field direction,
14
sample directions after elimination of VKM by af demagnetization. However, • 
this method is effective only where there is a significajit difference be­
tween the coercivities of the primary and secondary components of magneti­
zation. If the secondary magnetization lies in the high coercivity spec­
trum of the specimen, the coercivities of the two components v/ill overlap 
and removal of the secondary component may be impossible.
The demagnetization process consists of rotating the specimen in 
an alternating magnetic field of gradually decreasing intensity. The 
specimen is rotated by use of a fotir axis tumbler that simulates random
motion. In theory, those components that have coercivities less than the
intial level of the decreasing magnetic field will be completely randomized. 
This is not always true due to imperfections in tumbling the specimen, in 
decreasing the magnetic field, and possibly to anhysteric effects (Nagata, 
1961, p,259-268) caused by demagnetization in the earth’s magnetic field. 
Such problems in this study v/ere relatively minor due to the overall high 
stability of volcanic and hypabyssal rocks.
Two specimens from each site showing the greatest divergence in NRM 
direction were used as pilot samples for demagnetization. These specimens 
were demagnetized at 50, 100, 200, 300, AOO, 600 oersteds and higher if 
needed. Directions of magnetization v;ere measured at each demagnetiza­
tion level. The level v/hich produced the smallest angular divergence was
used as the optimum level of demagnetization for the site, and all other 
specimens were demagnetized at that level. Optimum demagnetization in­
tensities ranged from 100 to 1200 oersteds. Samples that were still 
divergent from the group at the optimum cleaning level were demagnetized 
at higher levels until they reached a stable end point; i,e, their direc­
tions ceased to change significantly from one level to another. Most 
specimens responded v/ell to magnetic cleaning. However, some specimens
15
did not, but rather continued changing magnetic direction erratically 
upon repeated demagnetization and measurement. This behavior indicated 
that the specimen probably contained little or no stable remanence. Such 
specimens were eliminated from further consideration.
Directions and intensities of magnetization of each specimen were 
calculated from the spinner magnetometer data using simple geometric 
techniques. Each hand calculation was checked by computer. The results 
are given in Appendix 2, corrected for geological dip.
Statistical Analysis
Table 1 and Figure 6 show mean directions of remanent magnetization 
at each site after magnetic cleaning, calculated by the method of Fisher 
(1953), In Fisher’s method, specimen directions are treated as vectors 
of unit length and s-ummed vectorially, with the best estimate of the site- 
mean direction being taken as the direction of the vector sum. In this 
way the site-mean is not biased toward strongly magnetized specimens. In 
addition to calculating a site-mean direction, Fisher's statistical method 
also calculates two other parameters. One is an estimate of the precision 
parameter, kappa, which describes the dispersion of the specimen directions 
about their mean. Large values of kappa indicate tight groups; kappa equal 
to one corresponds to random distribution. The other parameter is alpha, 
the radius of the circle of confidence. Most commonly in paleomagnetism, 
the circle of confidence is chosen as that circle having a 95% probability 
of containing the true mean direction of the population. Therefore, a 
point lying outside of this circle of 95%> confidence has less than a 5% 
chance of being the true mean. Other confidence levels are of course 
possible. The application of this method for use in paleomagnetic inter­
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Figure 6, Equal area plot of the site-nean directions of the 
Platoro caldera. Solid figures are in the lower 
hemisphere, open figures in the upper hemisphere.
site mean directions from this investigation.
Data from Table 1,
mean direction of remanent magnetization for 
^ the Platoro caldera with circle of 95% confidence,
+ axial dipole direction,
^ present geomagnetic field direction.
18
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Assuming the earth's magnetic field is an axial geocentric dipole, 
it is possible to calculate a geomagnetic pole that v/ould produce the 
field direction measured at each site for each of the site-mean directions 
(Doell and Cox, 1961), This method has the advantage of permitting a 
direct comparison of data from different latitudes, Poles so calculated, 
called virtual geomagnetic poles, VGP, represent the position of the 
ancient geomagnetic pole relative to the sampling site. In contrast, a 
"paleomagnetic pole" is a pole calculated from the mean of sets of data 
representing a span of time sufficent to have averaged out the non-axial 
elements of the geomagnetic field, A paleomagnetic pole therefore speci­
fies the position of the ancient geographic pole relative to the sampling 
area (Creer, 1970),
A paleomagnetic pole may be calculated by one of tv/o methods. One 
is to use the site-mean directions of all the sites in the sampling region, 
and the other is to assign each site VGP unit weight. In either case, the 
mean pole is calculated by Fisher's statistical method. The pole positions 
obtained by either method in most cases are nearly identical. Calculations 
based on site poles are intrinsically more accurate because the effect of
I
differences in latitude and longitude of the various sampling sites are 
eliminated; for this reason, site poles were used to calculate the mean 
pole position for the Platoro caldera. Site poles and the mean pole are 
given in Table 2 and Figure 7,
A mean pole calculated from site-mean directions will have an oval 
of confidence that results from mapping the circle of confidence about the 
mean direction into confidence limits about the pole (Irving, 1964, p,70). 
The oval of confidence carries the same significance as the circle of con­
fidence, A mean pole calculated from site poles, on the other hand, v/ill 
have a circular confidence interval, A pole is said to differ significantly
20



















LJC* - mean site-pole for La Jara Canyon sites 1, 2, 3, 4,
7, and 16 used in calculating mean site-pole for the 
Platoro caldera. See page 34 for discussion.
Mean
Site-pole 84,5 306,5
Kappa Alpha No, of Samples
11,2 12.9 13




Figure 7, Northern hemisphere projection showing the virtual 
geomagnetic pole positions for the Platoro caldera. 
Data from Table 2,
□ mean site-pole for this investigation, with




at a certain probability level from some known position if alpha at that 
probability level is less than the angle between the two (Cox and Doell, 
1960), Two poles are significantly different if their circles of confi­
dence at that probability level do not intersect (overlap) (Cox and Doell, 
1960).
Reliability
Rarely in paleomagnetic research do all sites yield results of 
sufficient accuracy to constitute reliable estimates of the ancient geo­
magnetic field direction, Irving (1964, p,102) suggests as minimum stand­
ards for a reliable site at least five specimens cut from individually 
oriented cores yielding a mean direction that has a circle of 95% confi­
dence of less than 25 degress. This is completely arbitrary. Beck (1972) 
uses only four independent specimens having a circle of 95% confidence of 
less than 15 degrees; Creer (1962) states that 4 or 5 specimens will give 
a statistically valid direction, and Wilson (1970) uses a circle of 95% 
confidence of less than 12 degrees. For this study, in order to minimize 
the effects of dispersion related to experimental conditions (see Creer, 
1962, for a discussion), the following criteria were established to 
determine the reliability of a site:
(1) A site must have at least 4 specimens cut from independently
oriented samples,
(2) Specimens that v/ere shown to have been struck by lightning by
the back-azimuth technique v/ere not used,
(3) Sites for which the circle of confidence exceeded 20 degrees
were not used.
Sites 20, 21a, 23, and 24 were eliminated due to criteria 1. Sites 10, 
11, 13, and 17 had circles of confidence that exceeded 20 degrees. 
Seventeen sites suirvived these rejection criteria.
24
study of data from the individual sites after demagnetization re­
vealed that certain specimen directions were markedly different from those 
that clustered together in the site. This phenomena was restricted mainly 
to the andesites. These lavas have picked up a secondeiry magnetization 
whose coercivity spectrum evidently overlaps that of the primary remanent 
magnetization. This secondary component is probably a moderate tempera- 
txire build-up of VEM (see Storetvedt, 1968, for a discussion), and is 
extremely hard to remove due to its high coercivity. Looking back at 
Figure 5, those specimens divergent from the group after magnetic clean­
ing tend still to be clustered around the earth's present magnetic direc­
tion, indicating perhaps a very stable VRM, Levels of demagnetization 
used to remove this VRM ranged from 200 to 1200 oe. In some instances as 
seen in Figure 5 this VRM could not be removed through demagnetization, 
or the specimen's primary remanence was destroyed at the higher levels of 
demagnetization while attempting to remove this VRM and could no longer 
be used in the calculations.
Unlike the andesites, the quartz latitic tuffs of the La Jara 
Canyon and Ojito Creek Members changed direction very little after mag­
netic cleaning in fields of 100 to 200 oe as can be seen from Figures 8 
and 9. Sites 4 and 7 showed great scatter before cleaning but after 
cleaning formed tight groups. Both sites are a part of the propylitized 
La Jara Canyon tuff that forms the resurgently domed core of the caldera 
(Lipman, 1971, personal communication). Propylitization, as a deutric 
alteration process, produces secondary iron ore (Williams et al., 1954). 
This iron ore may acquire a magnetization obsuring the true direction of 
the original remanent magnetization. This secondairy magnetization was 
easily removed by magnetic cleaning possibly indicating that propyliti­
zation merely caused the growth of large magnetite grains, thus producing
25
Figure 8, Equal area plot of La Jara Canyon and Ojito Creek tuff 
NEM directions before demagnetization. Solid figures 
are in the lower hemisphere, open figiures in the upper 
hemisphere. Data from Appendix 2,
+ axial dipole direction.
12 present geomagnetic field direction
27
Figure 9, Equal plot of La Jara Canyon and Ojlto Creek tuff NRM 
directions after demagnetization. Solid figures are 
in the lower hemisphere, open figures in upper hemis­
phere, Data from Appendix 2,
C[ lightning struck samples,
+ axial dipole direction,
g present geomagnetic field direction.
28

a low overall coercivity spectrum (Larson et al., 1969),
As seen from the above discussion of stability in andesites, a 
test was needed that could be applied objectively to all sites in order 
to eliminate those specimens whose magnetization probably is unrelated 
to the true remanent magnetization. Any specimen from a site that dif­
fered by more than 38 degrees from the site-mean was eliminated and the 
site-mean direction recalculated. The angle 38 degrees was selected 
because it represents approximately twice the greatest angular dispersion, 
6 , shown by Creer and Sanver (1969) to be inherent in the present geo­
magnetic secular variation. In many distributions,S is considered the 
best estimate of the standard distribution, and by analogy with planar 
distributions a circle of radius 26 about the mean may be expected to 
contain approximately 95% of the population (Beck, 1966), Therefore, the 
specimens that were rejected had only a 5% or less probability of being 
a member of a population with a calculated mean and a dispersion given by 
Creer and Sanver's figures. Using the above criteria, specimens from 
sites 10, 11, 13, and 17 (all had originally failed the reliability 
criteria) were eliminated and as a result site 10 was able to pass the 
reliability tests whereas sites 11, 13, and 17 still failed. Similar 





Sites within the La Jara Canyon Tuff
A plot of site mean directions for La Jara Canyon tuff is shown in 
Figure 10. Mean directions from sites 12 and 18 near Jasper (see Figure 1) 
diverge significantly from the other six sites (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 16) in the 
La Jara Canyon tuff. This divergence could be related to the north-north­
west trending fault near Jasper or caused by seculao* variation of the 
ancient geomagnetic field. The tectonic correction (32° about a line 
striking approximately N65W) necessary to bring sites 12 and 18 in accor­
dance with the other six sites corresponds closely to the sense and direc­
tion of faulting that has occurred in the area. However, Lipman (1972, 
personal communication) has mapped the La Jara Canyon tuff in this airea 
as having a horizontal attitude, and has found no evidence of drag along 
the fault that might account for the divergence in direction of sites 12 
and 18, Structural explanations therefore appear unlikely.
Sites 12 and 18 are from the uppermost section of the resurgently 
domed core of the La Jara Canyon tuff. Since different parts of the for­
mation probably became magnetized at different times, secular variation 
of the ancient geomagnetic field m.ust have produced a certain amount of 
scatter in the direction of magnetization. If the dispersion due to 
secular variation in any one formation is less than that found in other 
formations of the similar age, the full range of paleosecular variation 
has probably not been recorded (Creer, 1962). Using 6 as an estimate of 
the dispersion caused by the secular variation (Creer, 1962; Cox, 1962), 
a comparison of the secular variation recorded by the La Jara Canyon tuff 
cam be made with the dispersion between mean directions of the other units. 
Excluding sites 12 and 18, 6 for the remaining six sites of the La Jara 
Canyon tuff is degrees, considerably less than the value of 18 degrees
Figure 10, Equal area plot of the site-mean directions of the La 
Jara Canyon tuff. All points are in the upper hemis­
phere.
O site-mean directions from the La Jara Canyon tuff. 
Data from Table 1,
□ mean direction of remanent magnetization from La
Jara Canyon tuff sites 1, 2, 3, A, 7, and 16, with
circle of confidence,
H mean direction of remanent magnetization from all 
sites of the La Jara Canyon tuff with circle of 
confidence,
+ axial dipole direction,
^ present geomagnetic direction.
{
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calculated for all sites. This seems to indicate that the full range of 
secular variation is not represented by these six site-mean directions. 
Using sites 12 and 18,6 calculated as 15^ degrees, is at the 95% confi­
dence level statistically the same as the calculated secular variation 
for all sites (Cox, 1969a). Therefore, it seems probable that the di­
vergence of sites 12 and 18 from the other La Jara Canyon sites is not 
the result of faulting but is caused by secular variation.
Since the divergence of sites 12 and 18 of the La Jara Canyon tuff 
is probably due to secular variation of the paleomagnetic field and be­
cause sites 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 16 show very low dispersion, it is probable 
that the latter sites reflect much the same point in geological time. To 
reduce any bias in calculating the mean pole for the Platoro units that 
might be introduced by giving unit weight to each of these six site-mean 
directions, a mean direction has been calculated for the six and given 
unit weight in the pole calculation as well as in the other calculations 
described in the next section.
Secular Variation during the Oligocene
Dispersion of site-mean directions from the Platoro caldera units 
is high (18°) in comparison to the Creer-Cox model, in which the scatter 
caused by the geomagnetic secular variation is determined by the ratio of 
the present non-dipole to dipole field, averaged over lines of equal 
latitude (Creer, 1962; Cox, 1962), Such a model is latitude dependent.
The angular dispersion predicted for the paleolatitude of the Platoro 
region (38°N), from Figure 6 of Creer (1962), is about 11-^ degrees, which 
is significantly less than the 18 degrees calculated from this study 
(Cox, 1969a), Hov/ever, this value of secular variation correlates well 
with studies by Creer and Sanver (1969), which show that geomagnetic 
secular variation during the Late Tertiary and Quaternary was slightly
34
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greater on tb3 average than predicted by the Creer-Cox model. Secular 
vsLTiatlon during the sampled portion of the Oligocene, therefore, appears 
to be no different from that during the Late Tertiary and Quaternary,
Geomagnetic secular variation can be caused by wobble of the di­
pole axis, by random fluctuations of the non-dipole field, or by both 
acting simultaneously. Changes in the strength of the earth's dipole 
moment also can have an indirect effect (Cox, 1970), If secular varia­
tion is caused by wobble of the dipole axis, the poles should have a 
Fisherian distribution about a mean pole position (Cox, 1970), Alter­
natively, if the geomagnetic secular variation is caused by random fluc­
tuations of the non-dipole component, the site-mean directions (not poles) 
should have a Fisherian distribution (Cox, 1970), Generally, a set of 
poles will map into an oval distribution from a set of magnetic directions 
having Fisherian (circular) distribution on a sphere, and vice versa. If 
both dipole wobble and and non-dipole fluctuations are acting simultane­
ously, then in general neither poles nor directions will have a Fisherian 
distribution.
Figures 11 and 12 are plots of poles and site-mean directions,
respectively, from the Platoro caldera units. In each, the distribution
has been rotated until the mean coincides with the pole of projection.
This coordinate transformation eliminates visual distortion inherent in
the projection. Although the distribution of directions appears Fisherian
(circularly symmetrical) whereas the distribution of poles does not, a
chi-squared (goodness of fit) calculation indicates that both the poles
and site-mean directions have Fisherian distribution at the 95% probability
level. From the above discussion (see also Irving, 1964, p,50), it is
impossible for both poles and site-mean directions to show true Fisherian
distribution. The results shovm in Table 3 probably results from using too





Figure 11. Site poles plotted with their mean at the 






Figure 12. Site-mean directions plotted with their mean 
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X - 2.22 X = 4.98
Explanation: D», declination of pole or site mean direction after
coordinate transformation placing mean at center of projection; S, angle
between pole or site mean direction and mean pole or mean site mean 
2directions; X , the computed value of the statistic chi-square. For
the above calculations,
10 6 
= Z = Z (fi-2.2)^1=1 1.3 . Izzl 2.2
Table 3: Chi-aquare calculation to test goodness of fit of poles and
site-mean directions to a Fisher distribution.
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mean directions are much more Fisherian (circularly distributed) them the 
poles. Therefore, it is possible that secular variation during the erup­
tion and emplacement of these Oligocene rocks was due primarily to random 
fluctuations of the geomagnetic field, caused by changes in the non­
dipole component,
CompaLCison of Mid-Tertiary Pole Positions from North America
Paleomagnetic data from a continent commonly are used to determine 
the time sequence of ancient pole positions relative to that continent.
This time sequence of paleomagnetic poles is referred to as "apparent 
polar v/andering" (Irving, 1964, p,133), and the path found by connecting 
this sequence of poles is called the "polar wandering CTirve" for that 
continent. Apparent polar wandering takes place by either continental 
drift, motion of the geographic axis relative to the whole body or the 
external shell of the earth (true polar wandering), or to both operating 
simultaneously.
The mean pole position for the Platoro caldera represents a minimum
0of 10 years, enough time to average out the effects of secular variation
(Creer, 1962), The Platoro pole therefore represents a paleomagnetic 
(paleogeographic) pole for cratonic North America during the Oligocene 
and defines a mid-Tertiary point on the North American polar wandering 
curve. As seen in Figure 8, the mean pole position of these volcanic and 
hypabyssal units is not statistically different from the present geo­
graphic axis at the 95% confidence level. This would seem to indicate 
that little if any apparent polar wandering has occurred since the Oligo­
cene for cratonic North America, If Wilson's (1970; 1971) axial dipole 
offset hypothesis is correct, then the true position of the paleogeographic 
pole for the period of the Oligocene studied is even further south (neeirer 
Colorado) than calculated. The data presented here can not be used to
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test Wilson's hypothesis, except in conjunction with data from other 
continents. Even so, the effects of post-Oligocene continental drift 
would have to be eliminated before a rigorous test could be made. Such 
an attempt is not made in this study.
Comparison betv/een the Oligocene pole of this study and other mid- 
Tertiary poles from North America can be made using Figure 13 and Table 4, 
Overlapping confidence intervals Indicate that the Platoro pole and the 
pole from the Late Eocene-Early Oligocene Spanish Peaks dike swarm (Larson 
and Strangway, 1969) are not significantly different at the 95?^ confidence 
level. Circles of 95% confidence from Gromme's (1971) pole for volcanic 
rocks (22-37 m,y,) from Utaii, Nevada, Oregon, and California and the pole 
from the Platoro units show only slight overlap. At a higher confidence 
level these poles would be statisticailly indistinguishable. This diver­
gence at the 95% confidence level is the probable result of differences in 
the time interval represented by the two poles. In contrast, the pole 
from Marys Peak sill (29,7 i 1,2 m,y,) in Oregon (Clark, 1969) is distinct 
from the Platoro pole, Clark (1969) estimates that the sill took between 
2000 6Uid 6000 years to cool, Paleomagne tic data from the Late Terticiry 
and Quaternary indicate that the effects of secular variation will average
5out over a period of 10 years (Creer, 1962), A pole calculated from a
5rock unit representing less than 10 years may not have averaged out the
effects of secular variation and therefore may not accurately represent 
the true ancient position of the geographic pole. Thus, it would seem 
reasonable to assume that the Marys Peak pole does not represent a true 
mid-Tertiary geographic pole.
Examination of World-Wide Mid-Tertiary Pole Positions
A remarkable confluence of geological and geophysicsl observations 
recently has lead to the suggestion that the earth's crust is composed of
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Lat. °N Long, °E SM SP 95
Spanish Peaks, Colorado
(Larson and Strangv;ay, 1969)
81° 211° 16 20 —
Mary's Peak sill, Oregon 
(Clark, 1969)







Table 4, Middle Tertiary Pole Positions, North America
i
Figure 13, Northern hemisphere plot of mid-Tertiary pole positions
from North. America with circles (ovals) of 95% confidence.
O mean pole position for the Piatoro caldera, Colorado 
from this investigation,
O mean pole position from the Spanish Peaks dike swarm, 
Colorado (Larson and Strangway, 1969),
B mean pole position for Mary's Peal^ sill, Oregon 
(Clark, 1969),
□ mean pole position from volcanic rocks in Utah, Nevada,




Pl3-t6s moving rolativ© to oach other in response to sea—floor spread­
ing (Morgan, 1968; Hess, 1962; Le Pichon, 1968; Vine, 1969; Isacks et al., 
1968), On a spherical surface such as the earth's relative motion of any 
two points can he described by a pole and angle of rotation (Morgan, 1968), 
If the poles of rotation are greatly removed from the present geographic 
axis of the earth, paleomagnetic data can be used to map the relative 
movement of the continents. In addition, paleomagnetic data used in con­
junction with drift inferred from marine magnetic anomalies arising from 
sea-floor spreading (Vine and Matthews, 1963) in principle permits the 
separation of continental drift from true polar wandering. A comparison 
of available mid-Tertiary poles from Africa, Australia, Europe (Great 
Britain, Germany, N, Ireland, Italy), Iceland, Japan, and North America 
is shov/n in Figure 14 and listed in Table 5, To insure reliable data only 
those poles calculated from magnetically cleaned specimens v/ere used, and 
poles from sedimentary units were excluded because of possible inclination 
error (Irving, 1964, p,31). From this comparison, the relative motions of 
the continents since the mid-Tertiary can be examined.
The paleomagnetic poles from Australia shov/n in Figure 14 indicate 
that continent has drifted betisfeen 19 and 27 degrees in a northly direction 
since mid-Tertiary time. This agrees well with work done by Le Pichon and 
Heirtzler (1968), Their interpretation of magnetic anomalies over the 
Australian-Antarctic ridge indicate that the continents have drifted 30 
degrees apart starting 43 m,y, ago. Relative notion was in a north-south 
direction, as indicated by associated transform faults (Wilson, 1965),
Van Der Voo and Zijderveld (1969) using paleomagnetic results have 
shown that there have been important counterclockwise rotational movements 
since the Permian in the Western Mediterranean region. Both the time and 
amount of rotation appear to be different for different areas (Van Der Voo 
and Zijderveld, 1969), The paleomagnetic pole from Italy in Figure 14
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Figure lA, Northern hemisphere plot of mid-Tertiary pole positions 
from Australia, North America, Europe, Japan, and Africa,
□ Australian pole positions,
B North American pole positions,
O European pole positions including Iceland,
E Japanese pole position,
A African pole positions,
• Italian pole position.
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Country Lithology Age Lat,°If Long,°E Reference
Australia vole. 33,7 m.y. 71° 276° M 11.22
Australia basalt 23-60 m.y. 63 317 (11.094)
Australia vole. 23-60 m.y. 63 320 (11.093)
Eithiopia basalt Te-m 81 167.5 Brock et al,, 1970
Kenya lavas Te-o 83 167 M 8.25
Italy trachyand. To 54 263 M 11.23
Bulgaria andesites To 76 115 C IX 25
Germany vole. To-m 75 123 M 10.35
Japaa vole. Te-o 62 221 Sasajima et al,, 
1968
Scotland lavas-int. 23-60 m.y. 74 157 (11.012)
Scotland gabbro 23-60 m.y. 69 165 (11,013)
Scotland gabbro 23-60 m.y. 69 171 (11.014)
Scotland vole,-tuffs 23-60 m.y. 78 149 (11,017)
N, Ireland basalt 23-60 m.y. 73 135 (11,018)
N, Ireland basalt 23-60 m.y. 69 109 (11.021)
N, Ireland int. 23-60 m.y. 79 158 (11.022)
Britain (ave) Te-o 78 153 (11.026)
Europe-N. Asia (t> 1 o 77 150 McElhinny and 
Wellman, 1969
U.S.A. vole. 22-37 m.y. 78 146 Gromme, 1971
U.S.A. int. 29,7 m.y. 63 196 Clark, 1969
U.S.A. dikes Te-o 81 211 Larsen and Strang- 
v;ay, 1969
U.S.A. vole,-int. 29-35 m.y. 84,5 306,5
Iceland vole, Te-m 82 155 M 10.39
♦Numbers in parenthesis refer, to Irving, 196A,
M 8 (McElhinney, 1968)
Table 5, Middle Tertiary Pole Positions, M 10 (McElhinney, 1969) 
M 11 (McElhinney, 1970) 
C IX (Creer, 1970)
of this paper indicates a AO degree counterclockwise rotation from stable 
Europe since the Oligocene, This agrees with the 40 degree rotation of 
Sardina that Van Der Voo and Zijderveld have postulated for the Miocene,
Unlike the paleomagnetic poles from Australia and Itaily, the cluster 
of paleogeographic poles from Europe, Africa, amd North America in Figure 
14 make it impossible to decipher any movement between these continents 
since the mid-Tertiary, Pitman et al, (1971) and Pitman and Talwani 
(1972), using sea-floor anomaly patterns from the North Atlantic, have shown 
that the spreading rate between North America-Africa and North America- 
Eiurope from 53 m,y, to 9 m,y, was slightly less than 2 cm/yr, as compared 
to spreading rates of 4 cm/yr before and 2,8 cm/yr after this interval of 
time. Due to this period of slow spreading, a rotation of only 10,1 to 
14,4 degrees has occurred between the North American plate and the Euro­
pean and African plates in the last 38 m,y, (Pitman and Talwani, 1972), 
Because the poles of rotation for this spreading were not greatly dis­
placed (11 to 25 degrees) from the present geographic axis (Pitman and 
Talwani, 1972) and due to the small amount of rotation that has occurred, 
it would be virtually impossible to detect the drift that has taken place 
for the last 38 m,y, v/ith paleomagnetic data from these continents as 
shovm in Figure 14, However, the cluster of poles seem to show a slight 
offset from the present geographic axis in the direction of the North 
American-Huropean polar wandering curves possibly indicating a small 
amount of true polar wandering, in the sense defined above.
The mid-Tertiary pole from Japan seen in Figure 14 has been inter­
preted by Sasajima et al, (1968) as possible evidence of a clockwise 
rotation of the southwest portion of Japan since the Late Oligocene,
Karig (1971), in studying marginal basins in the western Pacific, has 
shown that the Sea of Japan is an extensional feature of early Miocene 
age, and suggests that Japan has probably moved in an east-southeast
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direction away from Asia since the Miocene, This direction of drift 
contradicts the clockv/ise motion proposed by Sasajima et al, (1968),
Kawai et al, (1961) have interpreted the NRIi directions from pre-Tertiary 
rocks of Japan.as evidence indicating that Japan has been bent during the 
early Tertiary, Paleomagnetic work in and near the unstable zone of the 
Fossa Magna (fault zone along which bending is thought to have taken place) 
suggest that rotation in this area has possibly occurred as late as the late 
Cenozoic and perhaps is still continuing (Irving, 1964, p,251). Until more 
detailed work from mid-Tertiary rocks in Japan has been obtained and plate 
motions in this area determined, the significance of this Japanese pole 
caul not be determined,
Reversal Sequence
Figure 15 is a stratigraphic column of the Platoro caLLdera shov/ing 
the reversal sequence of the geomagnetic field during the eruption and 
emplacement of the various volcanic aind hypabyssal units. Due to the 
existance of short polarity events (Cox, 1969b) and uncertainties in 
potassium-argon ages (Cox and Dalrymple, 1967), it is not possible to 
correlate the reversal sequence seen in these volcanic and intrusive rocks 
with reversal sequences from different area of similar age. Correlation 
v/ith the predicted polarity time scale of Heirtzler et al, (1968) also is 
impossible, for the same reasons. Continued work in the caldera complex 
should lead to the establishment of a more detailed reversal sequence that 
can be used to simplify future geological mapping in the San Juan volcanic 
province.
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Stratigraphic unit Site Polarity
Alamosa River P-8 (N)
stock P-9 (R)
Upper member, P-24 (R)
P-10 (R)
Summitville Andesite P-11 (R)
Ra Jadero Member P-20 (R)
Ojito Creek Member P-21 (N)
Middle Tuff P-21a (N)
Lower member. P-17 (R)
P-15 (R)
P-14 (R)
Summitville Andesite P-13 (R)
Fisher Gulch (R)Rhyodacite vent
Intrusion into 
resurgent block P-6 (R)
P-12, P-18 (intercaldera (R)
upper section)
La Jara Canyon P-2, P-3, (R)
Member P_4, P-7 (intercaldera
lower section)
P-1, P-16 (outflow) (R)
Conejos
Formation
P-22 P-19P-23 (R) (N) •
N-normal polarity
E-reversed polarity
Figure 15, Startigraphic column shov/ing reversal sequence.
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SUMMARY
The ■naleoTTia'metic pole calculated from the volcanic and hynabysoal
rocks of the Platoro cladera is located at 84.5°N and 306.5°E, This pole
is not statistically different from the present geographic axis at the 95%
confidence level, suggesting little if amy polar wandering has occurred
since the Oligocene for cratonic North America, Furthermore, the Platoro
pole is not statistically different from other mid-Tertiary North American
poles at the 95% confidence level with the exception of the Marys Peak
pole. The pole calculated from the Marys Peak sill represents less than 
510 years and therefore may not accurately represent the true ancient
position of the geographic pole due to incomplete averaging out of the 
effects of secular variation.
Divergence of sites 12 and 18 from the other six (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 
and 16) sites in the La Jara Canyon tuff is probably the result of secular 
variation rather than faulting. Sites 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 16 appear to have 
become magnetized during the same small interval of geological time, there­
fore their results were combined and their mean pole and direction used in 
final calculations.
The angular standard deviation (18°) of the site-mean directions 
from this investigation is consistent v/ith results from Late Tertiary and 
Quaternairy studies. Site-mean directions are more Fisherian than site poles, 
therefore it is possible that secular variation during the portion of the 
Oligocene sampled v/as primarily due to random fluctuations of the non­
dipole field.
Interpretations based on a world wide comparison of mid-Tertiary 
poles are consistent v/ith those derived from marine magnetic anomaly 
patterns v;ith the exception of Japan v/here more detailed work is needed.
This comparison also indicates that possibly a small amount of true polar
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wandering has occurred since the mid-Tertiary,
Continued paleomagnetic work in the caldera area should lead to a 
more detailed reversal sequence than established by the present study. 
This reversal sequence can be used to help in future mapping of the San 
Juan volcanic province, although it can not be correlated with reversal 
sequences from different areas of similar age due to the lack of resolu­
tion of potassium-argon dating.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1, Sampling site lithologies, descriptions, and locations.
Site 1 La JoLTa Canyon tuff (outflow). Small outcrops 400-600* up 
from the north side of the road 5.8 miles v/est of Las
Mesitas. Durango 2 degree quadrangle, 106,23°W, 37,07° N,
Site 2 Basal La Jara Canyon tuff (intercaldera). Small outcrop
SV/ of the Platoro Reservoir next to the Adams Fork, 2000* 
east of the road, Platoro 7-J- degree quadrangle, 106,60°V/, 
37.32 N.
Site 3 La Jara Canyon tuff (intercaldera). Small roadcut 0,6 miles
SW of the Rito Gato above the Platoro Reservoir, Platoro 
minute quadrangle, 106,58°W, 37,33°N,
Site A Propylitized La Jara Canyon tuff (intercaldera). Small 
roadcut on north side of the road to Mix Lake campground,
0,3 miles off the road going into Platoro, Platoro 7-J 
minute quadrangle, 106,54°W, 37,36°N,
Site 5 Rhyodacite of Fisher Gulch (vent area). Large outcrop 1,1 
miles north of Lake Fork Campground on east side of road.
Red Mountain 7-^ minute quadrangle, 106,47°W, 37,32°N,
Site 6 Porphyritic intrusion into resurgently domed La Jara Canyon 
tuff. Small outcrop 0,3 miles south of Platoro on north 
side of road, Platoro minute quadrangle, 106,52^V, 37,36°N
Site 7 Propylitized La Jara Canyon tuff (intercaldera). Large 
outcrop 0,5 miles south of Platoro on north side of road, 
Platoro 7-^ minute quadrangle, 106,52°W, 37,35°N,
Site 8 Quairtz monzonitic Alamosa River stock. Small roadcut 1,3 
miles NNW of Stunner Pass, Platoro 7-^ minute quadrangle, 
106.55°V/, 37,37°N,
Site 9 Quartz monzonitic Alamosa River stock. Small roadcut on 
north side of road 0,1 miles NE of Bitter Creek, Summit- 
ville minute quadrangle, 106,55°W, 37,AON,
Site 10 Summitville andesite, upper member. Small roadcut on east 
side of Jeep trail 0,1 miles south of Smallpox Gulch. 
Summitville 7-J minute quadrangle, 106,52°V/, 37,A2°N,
Site 11 Summitville andesite, upper member. Small roadcut 0,9 
miles south of site 10, Summitville 74 minute quadrangle, 
106.52°W, 37,A1°N.
Site 12 La Jara Canyon tuff (intercaldera), Large outcrop on NE 




Site 13 Summitville andesite, lower member. Small roadcut on NHE 
side of road 0,6 miles SSE of Silver Creek, Jasper 7-J
minute quadrangle, 106,42 ’J, 37,39 N.
Site lA Summitville andesite, lov;er member. Small roadcut on north 




Summitville andesite, lower member. Large roadcut on north 
side of road 0,4 miles east of site 14, Jasper 7^ minute 
quadrangle, 106,40°W, 37,39°N,
Site 16 La Jara Canyon tuff (outflow). Large roadcut above Terrace 
Reservoir, Durango 2 degree quadrangle, 106,28°W, 37,37°N,
Site 17 Summitville andesite, lov/er member. Large roadcut on north 
side of iPoad 0,3 miles west of the Alamosa Guard Station, 
Jasper 7-J minute quadrangle, 106,39°W, 37,39°N,
Site 18 La Jara Canyon tuff (intercaldera), Small outcrop on JIE 
side of road 0,6 miles SE of site 12, Jasper 7-j minute 
quadrangle, 106,45°W, 37,41°N,
Site 19 Conejos andesite. Large outcrop on east side of road to 
Summitville at Del Norte, Durango 2 degree quadrangle, 
106,36°W, 37,68°N,
Site 20 Basal vitrophyre of Ra Jadero tuff. Large outcrop 0,5
miles NE of road, 1,2 miles SE of Terrace Reservoir,
* 0 0Durango 2 degree quadrangle, 106,26 V/, 37,35 N,
Site 21 Ojito Creek tuff. Approximately 50* belov/ site 20,
Site 22a Middle tuff vitrophyre. Approximately 200* below site 21,
Site 22 Conejos andesite. Large massive cliff on north side of 
road 2 miles v/est of site 16, Durango 2 degree quadrangle, 
106,34°W, 37,38°N,
Site 23 Conejos mudflow breccia. Approximately 450* v/est of site 23,
Site 24 Summitville andesite, upper member. Small roadcut on north 
side of road 0,1 miles east of the intersection betv/een the 
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